Music
connects
us all

Invest in SOUNZ

Our story
We make the music of Aotearoa New Zealand accessible to all
SOUNZ champions and promotes the sounds and music of Aotearoa New Zealand.
We are the only arts and music organisation of our kind working in the digital space.
We have been operating as a Wellington based, national organisation since 1991.
Our team is small, multi-skilled and highly productive. We rely on the generous funding
of government, industry organisations, trusts and foundations to make our work
possible.

Our Vision

Our Purpose

Kia kaingākautia ngā puoro o Aotearoa.
To make the sounds and music of
Aotearoa New Zealand widely heard
and valued.

To make the sounds and music we
represent easily accessible to all, at any
time, by using our digital platforms, and
to encourage its performance through a
variety of projects and other initiatives.

Our Values
Kaitiakitanga:

SOUNZ will endeavour to nurture, protect and advocate for the sounds and music of
Aotearoa New Zealand.

Manaakitanga:
SOUNZ will demonstrate respect, generosity and care in our protocols and practices.

Community:
SOUNZ will foster trust and goodwill within our organisation, and within the wider
music and arts communities in Aotearoa New Zealand.

Inclusivity:
SOUNZ will ensure that we are inclusive of the broad community of composers and
sound artists within Aotearoa New Zealand.
Centre for New Zealand Music Trust trading as SOUNZ is a Registered Charitable Trust: CC2248

Our work connects
We connect composers and their work with performers, listeners, teachers, broadcasters
and presenters through collaborative projects and representation. We hold a unique
position in the arts and music sector by creating and making available stories about the
music of Aotearoa New Zealand through our podcasts, animations, films and interviews
which help connect people with our music.
We use our digital platforms—SOUNZ website, SOUNZ Blog, our weekly e-newsletter
‘Synopsis’, our Events Calendar, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram and Twitter—to promote
our work widely, using carefully designed digital strategies. Anyone with access to a digital
device—whether it be at work, home, the library or at school—can engage 24/7 with
music, resources, and the opportunities they present.

We do the following:
make, broadcast, curate and promote articles, interviews, films, digital
concerts, podcasts and animations
collect and sell scores and sheet music and other music resources
advise on repertoire, programming and performance of music
provide development opportunities for composers and community orchestras
or groups through projects, collaborations, prizes and awards
present workshops and wānanga
promote and inform through news, events and activities

Audience reach:
At 31 December 2021,
SOUNZ achieved
these analytics

4 million 230,000
Facebook Reach

SOUNZ Film Views

140,000
121,000
Facebook Engagement

Website Visits

Our focus
The Music
SOUNZ has a constantly growing collection of over 24,000 Aotearoa New Zealand
music resources. We represent the music of more than 600 composers from Aotearoa
New Zealand in the following areas:
classical composition
Māori music
music using taonga puoro
(traditional Māori instruments)
Moana Pacific peoples musics

electroacoustic music
jazz composition
screen composition
sonic art

Since its establishment in 1991, SOUNZ has championed Aotearoa New Zealand
classical and art music, and has gradually expanded into other western music genres.
More recently, we have implemented strategies to better represent the sounds and
music of Aotearoa. These strategies are:
SOUNZ Māori Music Strategy
SOUNZ Moana Musics Strategy

Youth Audiences
SOUNZ has a Youth Content Creator who actively engages with rangatahi to build our
youth audience and promote the opportunities music provides. Youth insights ensure
that we create content that is relatable, develops knowledge, and supports youth
connectedness.

Making music content more accessible
Collaborating for shared outcomes
The projects SOUNZ undertakes are produced through a highly collaborative process
for, with, and by the communities that the content represents. Our role is to facilitate
partnership opportunities using our skills, and to bring together people across these
communities in order to achieve the common goal of creating relevant content and
enabling greater exposure of the unique and diverse music and arts of Aotearoa New
Zealand. Our projects involve music experts, knowledge holders, composers,
broadcasters, animators, and production specialists from the communities each
project represents.

Providing resources
Our online music resources are easily accessible through the SOUNZ website and
social platforms.

Making music content more accessible
International recognition as next generation storytellers
SOUNZ won Gold (the highest category award) at the prestigious New York
Festivals Radio Awards in April 2022 for the podcast series ‘Sounds of the Moana’ for
our innovation and quality of the content. This series and its award recognition are
particularly significant, as it was the first initiative developed as part of the
implementation of the SOUNZ Moana Musics Strategy.
In addition, the SOUNZ podcast series ‘The Magpie House’ was named 'Finalist' in
the 2022 New York Festivals Radio Awards.

Sounds of the Moana
This series explores the indigenous sound of Moana-Nui-ā-Kiwa
(Oceania) and asks how this musical identity can be kept alive today in a
two-episode series.

The Magpie House
This podcast series weaves together the stories that surround the house
where NZ’s ‘father of classical music composition’ Douglas Lilburn lived,
into a Forrest-Gump-esque saga of war and music, cold-war espionage
and persecution, the search for identity and a place to call home.

He Reo Tawhito: Conversations about Mōteatea
He Reo Tawhito is a bilingual podcast series that shares conversations
about Mōteatea, a centuries-old tradition of chanted song-poetry. This
series is one of our most popular.

The SOUNZ Podcasts
This series is a collection of podcast episodes that covers a range of
topics relating to the music of Aotearoa New Zealand.

Moments in Time
Composers are interviewed on their works that specifically respond to
critical moments in time: the moments when time pivots and history
changes course.

Making music content more accessible
SOUNZ Films
In partnership with RNZ Concert and with funding from NZ On Air, SOUNZ produces
high-quality films and recordings of music by Aotearoa New Zealand composers and
strategically promotes them on our digital platforms. These films are of both live
concerts and studio sessions performed throughout the country and include
performances from many leading music organisations. We have produced and
promoted around 1,400 films.

SOUNZ Animations
SOUNZ works in collaboration with local artists to produce animations that are aimed
at 15–25 year olds, to tell the story of Aotearoa New Zealand music and traditional
instruments.

Partnerships for success
Our Projects
SOUNZ collaborates with Aotearoa New Zealand’s leading arts organisations and
manages a large number of projects that support the composition and presentation of
Aotearoa New Zealand music. Our projects include awards, workshops, wānanga,
community projects, commissions, and composer sessions.

Together better
SOUNZ partners with a large number of well-known organisations in the arts and music
sector community to create and provide opportunities for Aotearoa New Zealand music
to be performed and shared.
Some of our key partners are:
Radio New Zealand
New Zealand Symphony Orchestra
Te Taura Whiri i te Reo Māori
Ministry for Pacific Peoples
Royal New Zealand Ballet
APRA Amcos
Chamber Music New Zealand
Voices New Zealand Chamber Choir
Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra
The New Zealand String Quartet
NZ Choral Federation

Orchestra Wellington
Toi Māori Aotearoa
Christchurch Symphony Orchestra
Dunedin Symphony Orchestra
Auckland Chamber Orchestra
Arohanui Strings - Sistema Hutt Valley
Te Puni Kōkiri
Opus Orchestra
New Zealand String Quartet
Stroma
NZTrio
Toi Aotearoa

International Association
SOUNZ is a member of the International Association of Music Centres (IAMIC), an
international network of 33 member countries. IAMIC member organisations document
promote and inform on the music of their country or region in a diversity of musical genres.
Diana Marsh, Chief Executive of SOUNZ, is the President of IAMIC (the first person from
outside Europe and the UK to serve in this role), doing so in conjunction with her work at
SOUNZ.

Our impact
Connecting people through music
Music and storytelling play a part in everyone’s lives to some degree, and are a proven
way to connect people on many different levels, across all communities. SOUNZ actively
partners with the communities we serve, in order to be more inclusive in our offerings
to:
Expand the breadth and depth of repertoire for the music of Aotearoa New Zealand
Increase performances of the music of Aotearoa New Zealand
Create opportunities for composers of Aotearoa New Zealand to develop their art
Reflect the cultural identity of Aotearoa New Zealand through the music we
represent
Build a sense of connectedness and identity within and between the communities in
Aotearoa New Zealand
Provide Aotearoa New Zealanders with a sense of well-being through participation
in the arts

SOUNZ projects are designed to provide:
Greater access
More opportunities
Increased participation in music
A higher demand for the music of Aotearoa New Zealand

Invest in SOUNZ
Ongoing objectives
Maintain the high-quality standard of our content, along with the volume of outputs
—in particular, podcasts, audio, films and features (interviews, stories and articles).
Make broader connections with the communities we represent in order to increase
opportunities to collaborate, perform, and make and share music.

Challenges and opportunities
Decreases in funding, combined with fewer live performances due to Covid-19, have
affected the sales of SOUNZ music resources. Demand for our content—which is
accessible to all on our digital platforms—continues to rise, and we need further funding
to meet this demand. While specific projects may attract funding from other sources,
our real need is support for operational expenses.
We provide a unique opportunity to funding partners to align with SOUNZ and help
champion and promote the music and sounds of Aotearoa New Zealand.
We welcome an opportunity to discuss your objectives and the benefits of partnering
with SOUNZ.
Diana Marsh
Chief Executive
Phone: 04 801 8602
Email: diana@sounz.org.nz

Funding
Our current funding partners
Principal funders:

Sponsor of SOUNZ Library

Trusts & Foundations:

Proudly managed by Perpetual Guardian

SOUNZ Centre for New Zealand Music
Toi te Arapūoru
www.sounz.org.nz

Level 3 Toi Pōneke Arts Centre
61 Abel Smith Street, Te Aro
Wellington 6011

